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On Thursday 26 March 2015 another one of our Mechanized Cavalry
Brothers crossed over to be with the Lord. Bill Lockhart “Boomer” as called
by his friends crossed the river to be with our ancestors. Boomer lived in
Around The State
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Trenton Georgia and had three lovely
daughters. He was a great guy and would
always tell you what he thought about things.
Many have spent hours talking with Boomer
about life in general, family, our Confederate
history and the Mechanized Cavalry. He always held close to his heart what
was best for the Mechanized Cavalry since he was one of the original
members. Boomer was number 34 in the Mechanized Cavalry laying the
foundation that has grown to almost 2300 today. Boomer was always there to
remind us of the great organization we have in the Mechanized Cavalry and
how it should be preserved for future generations. Boomer was there when the foundation that we all stand
on today was laid and we will be eternally grateful for that leadership. Boomer will be missed by all. I’m
requesting the men of the Georgia Mechanized Cavalry to fly there flags at half-staff to honor Brother Bill
“Boomer” Lockhart for the next 30 days. On 4 April Boomers memorial service with be held at the Trenton
American Leagon Post 106. Family will receive friends at 12:00 with the service begining at 1:00. In lue of
flowers contrubutions can be made to the American Leagon Post 106, P.O. Box 305, Trenton Ga. 30752.
Boomer loved his country and those
that fight to protect our freedoms.
Boomer is seen here on 12 April
2011 in the Trenton square pushing
Sgt. Joey Ferguson who was
wounded in Afghanistan as he is
welcomed home.

Photo by Angela Lewis/Chattanooga Times Free Press
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Above: Boomer attended the Veterans Cookout in Dublin Georgia in September of last year. The
Mechanized Cavalry supported the local Dublin and Warner Robins SCV Camps in feeding well over a 120
Veterans at the Dublin VA Hospital. Boomer enjoyed taking the food up tp the patients rooms and talking
over stories with some of the his Veteran Brothers.

In 2001, Georgia replaced its state flag, as some citizens had objected that its design. That
year, Trenton city officials adopted the old state flag as a city flag. The city had already
used it from 1956 to 2001 as an official city banner. After adopting the former state flag for
the city in 2001, the Trenton City Council also voted to post a plaque bearing the Ten
Commandments at city hall. The city flies the flag outside the city hall/police department building and in the
city park next to the courthouse and library. Knowing my friend Boomer I bet he was all over that when the
decisions were being made.
Note:



For flags that can't be lowered, such as those on many homes, the American Legion says that attaching a
black ribbon or streamer to the top of the flag is an acceptable alternative. The ribbon should be the
same width as a stripe on the flag and the same length as the flag.
For a wall mounted flag, three black mourning bows should be attached to the top edge of the flag, one
at each corner and one in the center

Thanks to all of you that were able to attend the March 22 Mechanized Cavalry quarterly meeting in
Forsyth Georgia. The meeting location was a nice log cabin built back in the 1930’s and owned by the
American Legion in Forsyth, we thank them for the use of their building. The meeting was a success
and provided information out to everyone on what is going on in Georgia. I provided the highlights of
the Georgia Mechanized Cavalry Officers meeting held in Forsyth on January 11th and Elm Springs
officers meeting held on March 7th, the importance of the Hunley Awards and the impact it has on our
youth and possibly future SCV members, the importance of establishing Confederate History month
proclamations with your local City/County government and lastely the support needed for upcoming
events. Each Troop gave an update on what they are doing in their local area and plans for the coming
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year. What I see coming out of the 4 Troops is everyone is focused on supporting the SCV, Mechanized
Cavalry and the Charge that binds us together. If Georgia is going to remain the doorway to Dixie we
must continue to emulate the virtues of our ancestors. What I see coming out of each Troop does just
that, we are continuing to honor there good name and supporting the Cause for which they fought. It
was also good to have our Chaplain “Brother Oatmeal” back with use at the Quaterly meeting as he
continues to heal.
Below are pictures of those that attended the Officers meeting in elm Springs

Below are pictures from the 11 March Quarterly meeting in Forsyth Georgia

Pictured left is Lt. Howard
“3G” standing next to Jack
Holbrook after swearing
him in as #2251. Jack is a
good guy and is ready to be
an active part of the
Georgia Mechanized
Cavalry. Welcome Jack
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Above are the Men from across Georgia that atended the Quarterly meeting in Forsyth

We have made several drastic changes to the web page and Bo is continuing to refine them as we go along.
It is on line now so get your passwords established and access to your Troop areas
WEB PAGE
and the forums. The forum is a place you can contact me directly to discuss things
you see going on in Georgia, good or bad. The forum is private and accessible by
LOG ON AND SEE
members only so take advantage of this valuable tool. Each of your Troops also has THE NEW CHANGES
TO OUR WEB PAGE.
the ability to use the forum if you want to plan rides, events, meet ups, or discuss
MANY NEW
things with your Lt. These are the next steps in improving the communication
IMPROVEMENTS
throughout Georgia so let put them to use.
GASCVMC.ORG
Those of you that were are the quarterly meeting noticed I ask Bobby Duskin to give an update on the SCV
18th Reunion being held at Nash Farms on 12-13 June. Bobby did an outstanding job in going over the
delegate forms covering what you and your Camp need to do to insure your vote is counted. A strong
Mechanized Cavalry depends on a strong Georgia SCV foundation. We have had some leadership issues
since the last election that I hope are fixed this year so we can move on supporting the Cause together. If
things start to come apart in the SCV foundation that we draw from it won’t be long before the Mechanized
Cavalry is affected. We need to elect strong SCV leadership that puts preserving Georgia’s Confederate
history first and embraces the Mechanized Cavalry as an active part of the SCV. Bobby also went over the
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tag fund and how you would submit a request for funds. The tag funds are used for deserving projects
around the State. Your requests for funds need to be sent in through your Camps soon so they can be
reviewed and voted on at the Reunion. Funds last year went for monument repair, Iron Crosses to mark
graves and many other things across the State. If you have a project, now’s the time to ask for assistance.
One of the topics that came out of the Officers meeting in Elm Springs was the continuing
threat of on line hackers or people pretending to be someone there not. These scammers use
actual and fictitious information designed to gain your trust and take advantage of you. Once
they are in the door they use your information, your identity, and your pictures to lure and
defraud others. This information can be used to destroy your name, the SCV and Mechanized
Cavalry’s good name. Since the mere act of online impersonation alone may not constitute a crime, law
enforcement authority is limited. If one those worms gets in the door they can negatively affect you and all
of your friends on your network. We should realize that we are constantly targeted and should remain
vigilant against these types of online actives by reducing our online footprint and reporting suspected
activity. Know who your friends are, verify before accepting into your friend group. Make sure your privacy
settings are set to the maximum level where only your friends can view your personal information. Re-check
your privacy settings often because Facebook constantly changes many of its privacy features. If you have a
Facebook or email account follow these simple steps if you or someone else is being impersonated:
FaceBook
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Visit the impersonating account’s Facebook page / timeline
Click the three dots and then select “Report”
Click “Report this account”
Click “This person is pretending to be me or someone I know”
Complete to on-screen directions and submit
Allow 5 business days for Facebook to contact you or remove the profile

Hotmail/Outlook.com/Live .com
1. E-mail abuse@live.com with information about the impersonating account. Include as much
information about the impersonating account as needed. Explain who you are and attach the
screenshot as evidence
2. Allow 5 business days for Hotmail to reply to your e-mail
3. Follow the steps outlined in Hotmail’s response
YAHOO
1. Visit: https://io.help.yahoo.com/contact/index?page=contact&locale=en_US&y=PROD_ACCT
2. Select “Abuse and spam” under Topic, “Suspicious email faked from my account” under Sub-topic,
and click the “Email” link under “Recommended options”
3. Complete the form on the next page. Under “Yahoo ID”, enter your e-mail address
4. After completing the form, click “Create request”
5. Allow 5 business days for LinkedIn to delete the profile or reply to your e-mail
6. Follow the steps outlined in Yahoo’s response, including copying/pasting e-mail headers as
necessary (Yahoo will include instructions in their response)
7. If no reply is received, e-mail Yahoo at: cc-mailabuse@yahoo-inc.com and provide details of the
impersonation
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Stone Mountain Confederate Memorial Day celebrations are around the corner on 11 April. The support plan
for this event has improved this year in our organization and access to the park. We will be mustering at the
Days Inn on 2006 Glenn Club Dr. Saturday morning with an organized short ride to the park. Some are
traveling up on Friday to be there in time for Saturday morning muster and support the morning planed
events prior to the ride to the park. Make sure you have your flags flying high as we pull out for the park. A
final agenda will be released by 3 April that will capture the last minute updates. I ask Troop 2, due to key
members being collocated in the same area as the Stone Mountain Park, to take the lead on organizing the
event, mustering point and Park access. They have done an outstanding job in making this happen. It proves
if we organize and delegate things we can get more done as Georgia Mechanized Cavalry than one group of
leaders could ever accomplish alone. That’s the way our ancestors fought and won many battles on the battle
field. There wasn’t an “I” in Team then and there isn’t today, we work together to accomplish our objectives.
Thanks for all the support you have given Lt 3G and Troop 2 in making this happen. As things happen in
other areas of the State I will ask for support from that local Troop to assist and organize. I know we aren’t
paid for any of the great work we do, but we do receive the satisfaction we have done our part, large or
small, in honoring and preserving our ancestry. I am meeting up with a few Florida Brothers around Perry
Ga. to ride in together on Friday evening. Afterwards all that are there can share Friday evening together
over a nice fat steak. Brother Tim Walker has paid for several camping spots at Stone Mountain park in
memory of Jake Stalcup. If you wish to hook up with Tim at the park and use one of the free spots you need
to contact Tim for the details. He can be reached at freebird.walker@gmail.com.
As you see on the news and internet we live in a small world when it comes to sustaining our heritage in
who we are and the history of what our ancestors supported. Our Rights to display our monuments, flags and
to exist under the true history of our ancestors is always at risk. We see today the Texas tag dispute,
Washington and Lee University removal of Confederate Flags, the defacing and destruction of our
monuments, the renaming of our streets and the list goes on. In this small world we live in what happens in
Texas or Virginia can and will happen in Georgia given enough time. When our heritage is attacked or
questioned we must respond within our means in a manner that does not bring disgrace to our heritage, but
honors it in a way that shows it’s not about hate or the things people have been led to believe. The facts are
on our side and the battle for States rights is still ongoing today. Alabama is rededicating the monument of
Forest in Selma. Some of you may have seen this on the news, the monument was stolen a while back by
vandals. A new monument is being put back in its place and will be officially rededicated. The rededication
is planned for May 23rd tentatively, final plans are on the way from Capt. Pat in Alabama. My plans are
support this event and add to the total numbers that roll in on dedication day with flags flying high. I am
asking each of you that can to ride with me supporting of this event and our Alabama Brothers. We must
honorably demonstrate as the blood ancestors of those who fought that we are dedicated to the preservation
of our history and will continue to honor our heroes and heritage. It’s not hate, it’s not digging up bad times
for our country, it’s our Southern history and who we are today. That’s what must be persevered for future
generations and we must support across State lines if required standing together supporting the Charge in
make sure our history is preserved. Always remembering this is a small world and no one lives in isolation,
everyone is vulnerable. I will be sending out the ride muster, route and lodging details soon.

Bo and I have been working on a memorial patch design to remember our Georgia Brothers that have
crossed the river. We have completed the design and have produced a nice patch that Bo is offering for sale
now. It came out looking like the Second National Stainless Banner purely by accident. They will eventually
be turned over to the Georgia Quartermaster for sale as other patches are currently sold today. Bo ordered
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enough so that everyone needing one can get one through the Quartermaster. The patch is one way we honor
our fallen Brothers. We have also purchased official casket size Battle flags and placed them is a shadow
box case. These will be given to the spouse/designated loved one to honor our fallen member’s service in the
Georgia Mechanized Cavalry. We have said the Mechanized Cavalry is a family supported way of life
honoring our ancestors so we must remember the fallen and the family that supported them. If you have any
suggestions on how we can improve the honoring of our fallen, post it on my forum page or email me
directly at thawkins427@gmail.com and I will be glad to discuss. It’s not about who invented it or who
comes up with the idea; it’s about doing what’s right. Once patches are ordered it takes 25-30 days to receive
them from our supplier before we can make them available.
We all will reach a point in our Mechanized Cavalry lives that we will not be able to ride or get out as we
would like to support the different events. So what do we do, crawl off to the corner of the battle field and
wait for death to come. No, we stay active through communication with our Troop Brothers, we stay active
through the web page providing positive insight/feedback and support what we can. It may be only one event
a year close to your home and that’s great, do what you can. It is also up to those that are able to get out and
ride to visit Brothers that are not able to get out. They were once in your shoes and have lived through things
that you are going through today. They are a good source for support, knowledge and the history of how the
Georgia Mechanized Cavalry was established, how to keep your Troop active and many other life
experiences. We need to use every resource and form of support our Brothers can provide. So plan rides to
visit them, to make sure they have a way to events if they can’t ride or drive and to keep them active as long
as they can. We are Brothers until death, not Brothers until we lose our abilities that allow us to ride or drive.
One thing I have noticed that I need to improve on is letting everyone know how recruitment is going on
across the State. We don’t have a recruitment status board of who is out beating the bushes finding quality
recruits and growing our ranks. I will be adding a recruitment recruitment status board to the newsletter
beginning this month for two reasons. First, I would like everyone across Georgia to welcome our new
Brothers to our ranks. Secondly, so that you can see what Troop or individual a out telling others about the
Sons of Confederate Veterans and the Mechanized Cavalry. We are growing our Camps as well as the
Mechanized Cavalry in support of the Charge and that’s what matters. This recruitment status board may
transition to the web page after we lay out how it will be done. I plan to establish a Captain’s recruitment
award, medal, pin, or dinner on me to recognize a Troops or an individuals hard work in recruitment with an
award presentation at each Quarterly meeting and a final award at the end of each year. A little fun
completion can make things interesting. I am open for discussion on what the awards should be so post your
thoughts on my forum page or email me directly at thawkins427@gmail.com.

Recruitment Status Board Jan through March 2015
New Members Name
Date
T1 T2 T3
Kevin Minor
Jan
X
Jack Holbrook
Jan
X
John West Bowmen
Feb
Cody Duskin
Mar
X
Grant Jackson
Mar
X
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T4

X

Recruited By
Bill Lockhart
Tommy Cofield
Robert Ballard
Bobby Duskin
Tommy Cofield

I have mentioned several times about the importance of Troop rides. Troop rides, monthly or at any
frequency are good to keep the Troops together. A lot of things happen during Troop ride, we shared
comradery, new recruits learn what it is to be in the Mechanized Cavalry and how we handle ourselves out
in the public, we share Mechanized Cavalry news of what’s going on, we dispel rumors and we bond as a
Band of Brothers. The number of riders isn’t that important as long as we are getting out as a group,
sometimes its just two bikes. Remember, when we’re out
riding we aren’t in a hurry, we are out enjoying the wide
open spaces and the fellowship of riding together. We’ve had
riders injured riding past their skill level just to keep up with
the group. As we plan rides there are many things we must
consider to make it enjoyable for everyone. Proper respect,
riding edicate and leadership must be maintained throughout
the ride, from planning to execution. If you are the organizer
you must provide clear muster instructions to include time,
location and kickstands up time ;what to do if the weather
doesn’t cooperate; who’s the ride road Captain (who’s
leading, who knows the route, can be separate from the
organizer); provide a ride safety briefing on the route and
planned stops; a response should be sent back to the organizer from each person going so that the organizer
knows you are coming so that he has a headcount; be on time for the ride respecting the others that may be
waiting on you because you said you were coming; if something happens and you can’t go let the organizer
know so they won’t be waiting; we ride together throughout the ride, we don’t leave someone along the way
and lastly the ride organizer should identify the planned return time so that everyone knows what time they
can expect to get home. If we follow these simple things it makes the ride more enjoyable for all involved.
Some of our Brothers have been given there nick names (Slow poke, Pot Hole, Rocket, 3rd gear) out on rides
sharing time together. Again it’s all about enjoying the fellowship of getting out and riding, working as a
Band of Brothers and looking out for one another.

Capt. Trigger

Communications Officer
March has been a very productive month. We had our Officer's Call at Elm Springs. We have Survived our
Winter Season, and much more. Now is the time to gear up for our annual Confederate Memorial
Celebrations. We must never forget our ancestors or where we come from. We must instill the Confederate
Cause in our Children and Grandchildren. It is up to us to set examples for our youth. Spring And Summer
months in the South are an excellent time for recruiting. The weather is nice and spectators are attending
events such as re-enactments and historic fairs. Get out and recruit, especially young men that show an
interest in their Southern Heritage. We need young vibrant members to take up the sword when we are no
longer able. Our Georgia website contains links to applications for both the SCV and Mechanized Cavalry.
Please use these to your advantage. The more recruiting tools you have, the better. Colorful brochures,
trinkets, etc. can be found on the scv.org national website store. Get yourself some of these to have at your
recruiting booths and carry some in your pockets. You never know when you will meet your next SCV
Recruit.
The Georgia website http://www.gascvmc.org , has been re-worked and now offers both member and
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nonmember access. If you have not set up your new login, please do so as soon as possible. The website now
allows for easier communication among troops and throughout the state. The prayer request page has been
updated so that any member can add their own request at any time, and will be immediately displayed. Each
troop has an immediate display communication page. We also have a new forum located on the "Georgia
Communicator" page. This forum also requires a one-time registration and recurring login, allowing you to
contact directly within your Troop, the Webmaster, the State Captain, the State Chaplain, and the State
Quartermaster. There is also a general discussion open for anything. This forum is also accessible as a
mobile app (Tapatalk). So when you are away or at an event, you can still keep in touch if necessary. This
forum allows not only for text, but also file sharing such as photos, documents, etc. You also have the ability
to send private messages. We need as many members as possible connected to the website. The SCV as a
whole is making great stride into the electronic communication age. Our website allows us to do the same.
This year we have taken on the task of providing Flags, and other needs to the families of our Deceased
Brothers. We will now have memorial patches made for our Deceased Brothers as well. The proceeds of
these patches go back into our State fund to help us provide the needed items, etc. for the families of our
deceased. Currently, we have two patches in Memory of Tony Stone "Stoneman" and "Jake" Stalcup. These
patches are now available for purchase. If you need to order a patch (es) and have them shipped, you may
contact me directly or use the links on the sutlery page of the website. I will have patches on hand at Stone
Mountain as well. You may also buy these patches from our Quartermaster after April 11th, 2015. Patches
are $8.00 each with $2.00 shipping for 4 or less. $5.00 shipping for 5 or more.
Have a Great Dixie Day
Capt. Bo

Around the State
Every month I highlight rides and events that take place across the State. I can only share what is sent in to
me add, so send your pictures and event updates in if you like me to add them to the newsletter. It is my goal
over the coming year to ride in as many rides as I can with all 4 Troops. The riding season is just starting and
we have many rides ahead of us this year. So keep me posted on what your doing, I would like to join in if
possible.
Troop 3 and 4 combined ride
On 28 March several from Troop 3&4 rode to Bainbridge Georgia. The purpose of the ride was to visit
Brother Stevie Scott. As it happens to all of us from time to time Stevie hasn’t been able to ride like he wants
to. So we rode to him and ate at local steakhouse in Bainbridge. We stood around for over an hour discussing
up coming events across the State and just talking. Good food and fellowship is hard to beat. While there I
presented Stevie with his long over due Communication Sargent promotion certificate.
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